
SOLOING WORKSHOP -- FEB 21, 2016 
 
1. GOSPEL SOLOS 
- Sing to convey feeling -- “Get ugly” 
- Call and response with choir 
- Sing in-between choir phrases 
- Improvisation on the song’s theme 
- Shows off an exceptional voice -- voice quality and riffs 
- Makes the song interesting 
- Adds to the experience of the listener 
 
2. SOLO PERFORMANCE 
- Interact with the audience -- make eye contact, smile 
- Get the audience interested and excited 
- Don’t mimic the choir's side-to-side movement 
- Minimize strange movements and distracting mannerisms 
- Make the solo your own 
- Use proper vocal technique (Use of a mic will amplify improper vocal technique!) 
- Smile and acknowledge the audience at end of solo 
 
3. USE PROPER MIC TECHNIQUE  
- Sing into the mic as if it is a tube (we use SM58 solo mics -- on-axis cardioid pattern mics) 
- Choose to hold mic vs. use a mic stand 
- Adjust the mic stand so mic is at correct height for you (i.e. righty tighty, lefty loosey) 
- Minimize handling noise -- hold mic handle, don’t move mic unnecessarily, don’t bump or fiddle 
with mic cables or stands, carefully remove mic from mic clip 
- Prevent feedback -- never point mics at speakers 
- Mic distances -- Speaking or singing background vocal (1.5 to 3 inches); Singing a quiet, 
intimate lyric (1 inch or less); Belting it out (6 inches to arm’s length) 
 
4. LISTEN TO GREAT SOLOISTS  
- Pick the soloists you love and listen to them... a lot 
- Practice riffs and techniques of great soloists 
 
5. LISTEN TO YOURSELF  
- Record your voice and listen to the recording 
- While soloing listen to yourself in the monitor 
- Make improvements based on what you hear 
 
6. PREPARE YOURSELF 
- Ask yourself why you are doing a solo 
- Connect spiritually and emotionally to the song 
- Learn the notes and learn the words 
- Practice, practice, practice 
- Ask for others to listen to you and critique your solo -- then make improvements 
- Turn it over to God when you perform	  


